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Figure 5. Surface density snapshots for Mp = 5 MJ and ν = 10−6, for Tgrowth = 10, 500, and 1000 Tp. See Fig. 4 for more details. Top: with Tgrowth = 10 Tp, a
strong vortex forms by 100 orbits and remains near peak strength at 500 orbits. By 900 orbits, the vortex has quickly faded and by 1500 orbits, it has died out.
The vortex with Tgrowth = 500 Tp (not shown) develops similar properties to the vortex in this rapid growth case, despite forming slightly later. Bottom: with
Tgrowth = 1000 Tp, a much weaker, more elongated vortex initially forms. It dies out by 600 orbits. As the planet continues to grow, it then re-triggers a vortex
of similar strength about 100 orbits later. This vortex then dies out near 1000 orbits when the planet has finished growing. The longest time-scale Tgrowth =
2000 Tp (not shown) never produces a clear m = 1 vortex.

this reason along with their shorter lifetimes, vortices generated by
a Jupiter-mass planet in a high-viscosity disc with ν = 10−6 are not
well suited to explain observed disc asymmetries.

3.3 Vortex reformation

In a few cases, we observe a distinct behaviour with large values
of Tgrowth (slow growth times). When a vortex is initially weak,
it can fade into a ring before the planet reaches its final mass.
Since the planet continues to clear out the gap as it grows, these
rings can develop sufficiently steep edges to re-trigger the RWI
and form a new vortex. This only occurs for weak vortices, which
can fade quickly before the growth phase ends and do not smooth
out the nearby gap edge as much as stronger vortices formed by
quickly accreting planets. Note that secondary vortices have also
been observed by Lobo Gomes et al. (2015) for discs with a non-
isothermal equation of state, albeit at a different location further
from the planet.

The bottom panel of Fig. 6 shows an example of a vortex reform-
ing in a low-viscosity disc (ν = 10−7) for a 1 MJ planet with Tgrowth

= 2000 Tp. The vortex initially forms and dies out after several hun-
dred orbits. Shortly after, it reforms at a similar level of strength in
terms of "peak and [#φ]min, and also survives for several hundred
orbits.

Along the same lines, we find the three cases of (A) Mp = 5 MJ,
ν = 10−7, Tgrowth = 4000 Tp; (B) Mp = 5 MJ, ν = 10−6, Tgrowth =
1000 Tp; and (C) Mp = 1 MJ, ν = 10−6, Tgrowth = 500 Tp also create
vortices that die out and reform while the planet is still growing.
The first two cases are shown in the bottom panels of Figs 4 and 5.

The first case is unique because the first-generation vortex dies out
very early on in the planet’s growth phase. This allows the second-
generation vortex to become much stronger than the first one.

We cannot determine if the stronger, concentrated vortices in our
study can reform, since they die out long after the planet has grown
to its full mass. However, all of the weaker vortices that reform begin
their second-generation phase at a level of strength near the strength
of the first-generation vortex shortly before it dissipated. Therefore,
even if the strongest vortices can reform, we do not expect them to
reach the densities or lifetimes of the first-generation vortices unless
the planet has a significant fraction of its growth phase remaining.

3.4 Convergence tests

The standard resolution in our parameter study resolves the disc
rather well in the vicinity of the planet and the vortex compared to
other studies of planet-induced vortices (e.g. Les & Lin 2015; Lobo
Gomes et al. 2015; Bae et al. 2016). None the less, computational
planet–disc interaction studies are notoriously susceptible to reso-
lution artefacts (e.g. de Val-Borro et al. 2007; Muñoz et al. 2014).

To confirm the above trends that we observe, we ran convergence
tests for several cases: (1) Mp = 5 MJ, ν = 10−6, with Tgrowth =
10, 500, and 1000 Tp; and (2) Mp = 1 MJ, ν = 10−7, with Tgrowth

= 500 and 1000 Tp. We find that the trend that increasing Tgrowth

produces increasingly weaker vortices is upheld at each resolution.
Therefore, we are confident that this trend is physical.

The tests for the 5 MJ planets converge well quantitatively, pro-
ducing vortex lifetimes and "peak consistent with the standard
resolution simulations to within 15 per cent. For 1 MJ planets, the
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